
 

 

We the undersigned scholars of international relations and foreign policy view the Trump foreign 

policy record largely as a failure. This administration has emboldened US rivals and alienated 

many vital US allies. Crises at every level have been mishandled, from the global Covid19 

pandemic and climate change to slowing or containing national nuclear programs in Iran and 

North Korea. The United States, once a world leader, is seen as weak and disengaged by many 

leaders and in many populations across the world. The result is greater instability, insecurity, 

and human suffering. We need new leadership. 

  

1)    The US trade war with China increased tariffs, additional taxes paid by US 

consumers for imported Chinese goods. Meanwhile, the US trade agreement with China 

has fallen far short in raising US exports to China.  

 The trade war badly hurt US farmers, with the Trump 

government then spending tens of billions of dollars to subsidize them. When the United 

States badly needed PPE to fight Covid19, Trump’s trade restrictions hindered its 

acquisition. 

2)    Authoritarian Russia continues to meddle in and undermine the legitimacy of US 

democratic elections while President Donald J. Trump denies it is a problem. The Trump 

administration seems to feel closer to Putin’s Russia than our NATO allies. 

3)    North Korea has continued its nuclear weapons program despite the exchange of 

fawning letters between Trump and Kim Jong-Un, the North Korean leader. 

4)    In response to Trump’s policy, Iran now attacks the United States in Iraq with 

greater frequency and has a more robust nuclear program. In addition, the United States 

is talking about closing its embassy in Baghdad as a result. This embassy closure – in 

Iraq of all places – would be an apt illustration of the weakening of the Department of 

State under this president. 

5)    US policy toward Venezuela has overpromised and underdelivered, leaving 

Venezuelans even more desperate, the opposition divided, the Maduro government 

emboldened, and US credibility weakened. 

6)    The US Director of National Intelligence has dangerously limited bipartisan 

intelligence sharing. This latest example of frequent partisan manipulation of intelligence 

leaves fewer US officials to evaluate potential crisis and threats, damages relations 

between the Executive Branch agencies and Congress, and could create dangerous 

gaps for US rivals to exploit. 

7)    Rather than focusing the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) on meeting 

external threats to US national security and on rising domestic white supremacist 

terrorism, the Trump administration has used DHS as a hyper-partisan weapon against 

immigrants and US antiracism protestors. This diversion of resources could well leave 

the United States ill-prepared should a foreign adversary seek to do harm to the United 

States and its citizens. 

8)    As deadly wildfires and hurricanes tragically remind the United States of the climate 

crisis and the increasing number and intensity of extreme weather events, the Trump 

administration pulled out of the major international climate agreement (the Paris 

Accords), often questions the scientific consensus that the crisis is human-induced, and 

offers no substantive alternative remedy. 

https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2020/09/15/us-image-plummets-internationally-as-most-say-country-has-handled-coronavirus-badly/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/06/business/economy/trade-war-tariffs.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/08/13/chinas-progress-in-buying-us-goods-under-phase-one-trade-deal-in-charts.html
https://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2019/12/31/790261705/farmers-got-billions-from-taxpayers-in-2019-and-hardly-anyone-objected
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/trump-s-trade-war-exacerbated-shortage-medical-equipment-n1170466
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https://thediplomat.com/2020/09/how-to-read-kim-jong-uns-letters-to-president-trump/
https://taskandpurpose.com/news/iran-rocket-attack-erbil-iraq
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/09/21/trumps-policies-have-convinced-iran-to-build-a-more-advanced-nuclear-program-before-negotiating/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/09/28/us-weighs-closing-embassy-in-iraq-as-threats-raise-spectre-of-benghazi-422697
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https://www.cbsnews.com/news/odni-stop-in-person-election-security-briefings-congress/
https://www.wired.com/story/west-coast-california-wildfire-infernos/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricane_Laura
https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/1/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/nov/04/donald-trump-climate-crisis-exit-paris-agreement
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSpjCjjyPCw
https://stateimpact.npr.org/pennsylvania/2020/09/21/trumps-energy-secretary-questions-mainstream-science-on-human-impacts-of-climate-change/


 

 

9)    In the midst of a global pandemic, the United States announced it was pulling out of 

the World Health Organization and failed to provide almost any global leadership to meet 

Covid19. The US domestic failure to get Covid19 under control is a model of what not to 

do but sadly one consistent with several other countries with authoritarian-style leaders. 

10) The administration has separated thousands of children from their parents, detaining 

or deporting them and often failing to reunite them with their parent(s). They have been 

held in inhumane conditions lacking adequate medical care; this abuse and trauma is 

detrimental to child development. More generally, the Trump administration has 

physically prevented hundreds of thousands of people from making asylum claims on 

the southern US border in violation of international law. The administration deported 

individuals with positive Covid19 diagnoses, further spreading the disease. Meanwhile, 

the administration has nearly eliminated the US refugee resettlement program, a symbol 

of US humanitarianism and a welcome pathway for oppressed people to start a new life 

and enrich US society. 

11) Racist and discriminatory policies at home, anti-democratic crackdowns on US 

protestors, and direct insults of Latin American and African countries embolden racists in 

other countries and further weaken the US ability to persuade other countries to respect 

democratic rights, such as  

12) In two key battles, the Trump administration has done no better than its 

predecessors. The forces of the Islamic State are rebuilding. Nineteen years later, 

despite diplomatic talks, the War in Afghanistan continues. 

13) While the administration has some policies that did not fail, their impact was greatly 

exaggerated. The new trade agreement with Canada and Mexico was more an updating 

of the North American Free Trade Agreement than a whole new policy. The Bahrain-

Israel-United Arab Emirates agreements were a modest diplomatic achievement but 

completely failed to address Trump’s promise to solve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and 

may deepen a regional arms race. 

  

President Donald J. Trump’s foreign policy has already caused major harm. The United States 

can rebuild in positive ways, but a second Trump term would do even deeper damage to US 

institutions, diplomacy, leadership, and international norms. Countries such as China would 

continue to fill the vacuum. Instead, to increase US security and reduce human suffering, we 

need new leadership now. 
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